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Free Plus $1

Developing your freedom team
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A simple decision

A long time ago, I decided that I no longer wanted to spend 
time with people who weren’t expanding and travelling in 
new directions. I no longer wanted to be held back by...

...scepticism, cynicism, fears, conditioning, 
uncertainties and predictable                     

sameness just so I could “fit in”.
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Realisation

I realised that you can’t pour new knowledge into a brain 
that’s trapped in its own thinking.
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$million

I discovered that most people weren’t interested in growing 
or building new foundations of mind or discussing anything 

outside the parameters of time and mental servitude. 

So I decided to reclaim the creativity and 
inventiveness of my innate potential and 

develop a million dollar team.
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Psychology of the selves

Shadow self

Student self

Victim self
Controller self

Overwhelm self

Pleaser self

Judger self

Rule maker 
self

Party self

Procrastinator self
Contemplative 
self

Family self

The biggest mistake you’ll make is to allow yourself to 
remain trapped in overwhelm. It maintains                  

‘old conditioning’ and prevents ‘new conditioning’
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$million

Worker self did the most of the work. Opportunity self looked for 
opportunities. Enterprise self gained knowledge and developed skills 

and Entrepreneurial self enjoyed the fruits of a freedom lifestyle... 
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My $million team

The only thing that each team member had in common with 
each other was that they all took action. 
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$million
Developed a rule

$1

$ 1,000,000 in 3.8 years
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Free plus $1

The whole idea behind the free plus $1 
rule is sustainable learning

The central idea was to gain an ROI (Return On Investment) on my 
time, energy and recourses so that I made learning sustainable 

for me.
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Free plus $1

The secret to the "Free Plus $1 Goal" 
is to start taking immediate action 

towards... 

...your investment in this program plus at least $1 profit as 
quickly as you can. The more action you take the more 

learning you gain.
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Financial freedom
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Purposeful action
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Target

Without clarity there is nothing to aim for.
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The core issue

Money Mastery is designed to support 
change so you can begin to embrace both        

economic and personal freedom

The core issue is not that you don’t know how… the real 
issue is that you can’t until you change the foundations of 

your normalised learning… default feedback mechanism.
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Signature thinking loop

Intervention

New thinking loop

Requires new feedback for 
personal growth

New motivation

1: See Yourself As You Are... 
Starts from the right place. 

New learning – new insights

2: See Yourself Better Than You Are... Incredibly important 
to create mental references from a future time.

New realisation

3: Make Your Better Self... 
Money Mastery is designed to 

support this process.

New outcomes

Increased access to 
important outcomes and 

free time. 

Accurate feedback
Allows you to progress from where you are to where you want 

to be

Old feedback criteria demands that 
you stay in your comfort zone                                               
Thinking leads to life of regret. 

The importance of immersing yourself 
in fertile environments cannot be 

overstated. They support your 
progress to your ideal lifestyle.   
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Where I want to be in 12mts  
time… What I want to feel 

and experience…

Intended destination

Statement of clarity

Old limits

No change

Feedback      
criteria

Current behaviour

Old measurements

- Fears & discomfort

- Lack confidence, belief

- Doubts & misperceptions

- Competing demands 

Drive & determination

Skills & values

- Feeling vulnerable

- Don’t have support Arrested development 
leads to sameness and 

contraction

Subconscious, automatic, habitual, 
default  feedback criteria

Coding your new feedback mechanism 

If you leave old feedback criteria in place, you get the 
same results over and over. There’s no progress and 

physical, psychological, emotional, and spiritual 
value remains the same.

Everything you experience is understood as 
mental representations – the codes of your 

subconscious mind. These behaviour codes 
form your Default Feedback Mechanism 

A money code based on not enough. A 
lifestyle based on servitude and busyness. 

Results based on not enough time… not 
enough money… not enough freedom…

More Time…              
More Money…               

More Freedom…

- Don’t know how
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A money code based on not enough. A 
lifestyle based on servitude and busyness. 

Results based on not enough time… not 
enough money… not enough freedom…

A lifestyle where you live… look… 
and feel financially well.
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More Time…              
More Money…               

More Freedom…

Intended destination

Statement of clarity

Old limits

Old results

Feedback      
mechanisms

Current behaviour

Old measurements

- Fears & discomfort

- Lack confidence, belief

- Doubts &misperceptions

- Competing voices

New measurements

- Paycho/social supportive environment

- New insights, new codes

Drive & Determination

Skills & mediums

- Feeling vulnerable

- Don’t have support
Less than optimal 

results = less than true 
potential

New feedback criteria: 
“Is this...”

Thought

Belief

Attitude

Opportunity

Decision

Behaviour
Subconscious, automatic, habitual, 

default  feedback criteria

Coding your new feedback mechanism 

- External Mastery Feedback

- Lucrative program offers - funnels

Expansion

Achievement

More money, more 
choice, more space, 
more independence

Develop an enterprise map for moving forward; 
immerse in high quality mastermind groups, 

develop better marketing campaigns; new feedback 
criteria that allows you to reference a new reality

- Don’t know how
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Error detection

Your primary selves don’t like change and will avoid it whenever possible. 
Your critical faculty is an error detection device that evolution connected to 

your amygdala, the part of your brain that produces fear hormones. 

DesireInaction

Fear

BIG ah ha! moment

I realised that I didn’t have to concentrate on the “how to” of my 
first million $$$, I had to develop veto power, become a better 

administrator of time, deepen my codes/foundations and 
develop mastery of value.
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Discovered the solution

BIG ah ha! moment

I had to slow down and do a few things well. Developing 
the inner foundations of mastery and value allowed me to 

build new levels of successing and doingness.

The foundations are 12 metres deep and 
set in sandstone. Anchoring tunnels are 

36 metres long and dug into the bedrock
at each end. 

Foundations
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Freedom

Freedom is gained through actions that reshape the 
neuropathways of a conditioned mind.
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Without actions there are no episodic experiences... just 
semantic thought patterns. 

Most people think that freedom (time or wealth) is about learning 
something new... a strategy for example, but its not. 

It’s about what you do after you’ve learned something new... 
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5 Action Processes For New Results

1. Motivated enough to learn more

4. Measure progress towards outcome you want to achieve

2. Acquire new and relevant information

3. Build deeper knowledge foundations through actions/behaviours

5. Fine tune and make adjustments according to new feedback criteria
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Next step

Clarity of 
intention ? ? ? ?

Your next step is 
Free Plus $1

Freedom requires being OK with the idea that 
you don’t need to know every step in the 

sequence before you start

The next step is only ever determined by the 
results of your previous step
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Clarity

Clarity of 
intention

Action ? ? ?

My clarity became my Free Plus $1 Rule. By keeping this one rule 
and developing self directed neuroplasticity… I attained my desired 

outcome round about the same time as a university degree.
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